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A celebrated theorem of J. H. M. Wedderburn states that any

finite associative division ring is a field. A. A. Albert has recently

extended this result by proving that any finite power-associative di-

vision ring of characteristic p>5 is a field [2].2 We use Albert's

method to prove a still more general theorem about finite power-

associative rings.

A different generalization of the Wedderburn theorem is N.

Jacobson's result that any associative ring in which every element

a satisfies an equation of the form a"to) =a, n(a) an integer >1, is

commutative [5, Theorem ll]. The proof of this depends on Jacob-

son's structure theory for arbitrary associative rings. Because no

such theory is known at present for arbitrary power-associative rings,

we restrict our attention to finite rings and prove the following

Theorem. Let di be a finite power-associative ring without elements

of additive order 2, 3, or 5. If every element a of '¡ft satisfies an equation

of the form anM =a, n(a) an integer > 1, then either

(i) 9Î is a direct sum of finite fields, or

(ii) the attached commutative ring 9Î+ contains an ideal which is the

unique 3-dimensional classical central simple Jordan algebra without

nilpotent elements 5^0 over some finite field; in this latter case, DÎ+ is a

direct sum of fields and such 3-dimensional algebras (over possibly dif-

ferent finite fields).

Proof. The argument given in [5, pp. 702-703], reducing Jacob-

son's theorem to the case of an algebraic algebra without nilpotent

elements f^O over a finite field, does not depend on the associativity

of the ring. Hence we know that 9î is a (finite) direct sum of rings,

each of which is a power-associative algebra of finite dimension over

a finite field. We may as well assume that 9Î is a power-associative

algebra of finite dimension over a finite field F oí characteristic p>5.

There are no nilpotent elements ^0 in 9î. Since F is perfect, 9Î+

is a Jordan algebra over P.3 Also the radical of dt+ (the maximal
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3 [2, Theorem 3]. This theorem is stated for algebraic division algebras, but the

proof is valid for algebraic algebras without nilpotent elements ¿¿0.
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nilideal) is {Oj, so that 9Î+ is semisimple. Then 9Î is the direct sum

of subspaces Xt such that X? is a simple Jordan algebra and Xt is

an ideal of 9Î+. In order to prove that any Xi is an ideal of 3Î, it is

sufficient to prove that Xi is a subalgebra, since the Xi are orthogonal

subspaces of SR by [l, Theorem 3].

Let ,3 be the center of the simple Jordan algebra Xt- Then 3 is

a separable extension 3 = F[z] of F. If X? = 3 = F[Z]< then, because

Xi is generated by the single element z, we have £, = 3, a field. Also

Xi is an ideal of 9Î. If Xt^S), then it follows, exactly as in the proof

[2, p. 301] of Albert's theorem, that Xt is a classical central simple

Jordan algebra over the finite field 3, and is therefore included in

the following list.4 We show that, except for one 3-dimensional alge-

bra, every algebra in the list contains a nilpotent element j¿0.

Ai. The algebra 9Jit+, where 2Jî( is the algebra of all ¿-rowed square

matrices over 3, and ¿ = 2. The element ei2 is nilpotent.

An. The algebra ©+, where © is the set of all /-symmetric matrices

a=aJ = gä'g~1 of ÏÏÎîXBW for t^2 where g is a nonsingular diagonal

matrix in Tit and $(6) is a quadratic extension of 3 with non trivial

automorphism a—>5. <B+ contains a subalgebra of type An and degree

2 (dimension 4) which is isomorphic to an algebra of type D (below)

containing a nilpotent element ^0.

B.6 The algebra ©+, where © is the set of all /-symmetric matrices

a = aJ = ga'g~1 of SJÎi for t^2 and g=g'. We may always choose a

basis so that g is replaced by cgc' for any nonsingular c. If t>2 the

quadratic form /(£) =£g£' is a null form, a result actually equivalent

to the fact that there are no quaternion division algebras over any

finite field. Use a nonzero solution £ as the first row of c and (by the

usual devices of the theory of congruent matrices) it may then be

argued easily that c may be chosen so that

0 1    0

1 0    0

I 0   0    A

Then ge2ig~1 = ei2, gi2 is in ©, e?2 = 0. When t = 2 and £g£' is a null

form this proof is still valid. There remains the case where £gi;' is not

4 We take our list of (classical) special Jordan algebras over a finite field from

[4]. The (classical) exceptional Jordan algebras (type E) have been determined in

[ö]; for it follows from [4, Theorem 3] that the proof of the lemma and Theorem 1

of [ó] remain valid for characteristic j¿2.

1 The argument given in this paragraph is substantially the referee's revision of

our original proof. He points out that it is the case for a finite field of the following

general result: there exists a nilpotent matrix a=ga'g~1(¿¿0) if and only if the asso-

ciated quadratic form/(£) =£g{' is a null form.
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a null form. Then £g£' — n2 (being a form in three variables) is a null

form, £g£' represents 1, and for any nonsquare — x in 3 we may

choose c so that

g
\0   x/

(since the product of any two nonsquares is a square in 3). Then ©+

is the unique 3-dimensional Jordan algebra of all matrices

.-(■  *)
W   y)ß y;

for —xa nonsquare in ¿. Then a?¿0 is never nilpotent since other-

wise a has zero trace, y= —a, and a2 = (a2+X|82)Jis a nonzero scalar

matrix.

C. The algebra ©+, where © is the set of all /-symmetric matrices

a = a, = ga'g~1 of 5Dí2( where

= Uo)
and / = 2. There is a subalgebra of type Ai (above) and degree / = 2.

D. An algebra ft = 3+u23+ ■ • ■ +u,S where u2=oíí7¿0 in 3,

UiUj = 0 for i^j, and 5 = 3. For any a in m¡¡3+ ■ ■ ■ +m„3. we have a2

=/(£), a (diagonal) quadratic form in s —1 variables. If 5 = 4,/(|) is a

null form and there is an element a¿¿0 such that o2 = 0. If 5 = 3, then

SB is isomorphic to an algebra of type B and dimension 3 which may

be without nilpotent elements 5¿0, as we have seen above.

E. The algebra ©+, where © is the set of all /-symmetric elements

a=aJ = gâ'g~1 of SDÎ3XS where g = diag {xi, x2, x3} in SDÎ3 and S is a

Cayley algebra over £. By Albert's theorem (or merely by the fact

that the norm form n(x) in eight variables is a null form), ® is not a

division algebra and there exists x¿¿0 in S such that n(x)=xx

= xx = 0. Then a2 = 0 for

0 x 0

a =    x2xi-1*        0 0

0 0 0

This completes the proof of our theorem.

Over a given GF(pn), p7é2, there are exactly two nonisomorphic

3-dimensional algebras ©+, one without nilpotent elements f^O, the

other having nilpotent elements ¿¿0. We remark that, in case p = \m

+3 with n odd, then —1 is a nonsquare in GF(pn), and the algebra
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§+ of all 2X2 symmetric matrices is the algebra without nilpotent

elements ^0. In case ¿> = 4m+3 with «even, or £ = 4m + l, then — 1

is a square in GF(pn), and §+ is the algebra with nilpotent elements

^0.
Clearly Albert's theorem is a particular case of the theorem in this

note. For, if 8Î is a finite division ring, power-associativity insures

that every nonzero element a generates a (finite) multiplicative

group; then an{a)=a for n(a)>\. The possibility (ii) cannot occur

since any 3-dimensional algebra ©+ contains a pair of orthogonal

idempotents. Also there can be only one summand in (i).

It follows from the same considerations as for associative algebras

[5, pp. 699, 702] that every element a of an algebraic power-associa-

tive algebra without nilpotent elements p^O over a finite field satis-

fies an equation anW =a, n(a) > 1. It is easy to see that the same con-

clusion holds for any ring which is a finite direct sum of such algebras.

Albert has subsequently pointed out to us the possible complexity

of an algebra 31 in the case where some of the components of 2l+ are

3-dimensional Jordan algebras. Each such component is a subset S3,

of the associative algebra 3l< of all two rowed square matrices. Thus

SI is the vector space direct sum 2l = 93i + • ■ • +$B¡+23o, where S30 is

a subalgebra of 21 which is the direct sum of fields. Define the product

x *y in 21 in terms of the product xy in the associative algebra

e = 2Ii8 • ■ • e2lt©93o by x *y = (l/2)(xy+yx) + (xy-yx)T, where
T is any linear mapping of S into 2Í.6 The result is a power-associative

algebra 21 with the required 2l+. Actually 930 is an ideal of 21 ortho-

gonal to S5i+ • • • +93i = £>, but 35 need not even be a subalgebra

of 21. It may even be that this is the most general power-associative

algebra with the required property.
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• This is the construction used in [3].


